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ABSTRAKT, KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
 
ABSTRAKT 
Tato diplomová práce je zaměřená na stabilizátory u podvozku aut. První část popisuje 
všeobecné znalosti vlivu naklonění karosérie na jizdní vlastnosti auta a možnosti 
konstrukčních řešení používaných v praxi. Dále jsou v této části uvedeny nevýhody použití 
stabilizátoru a jejich náhrady. Nasledující téma se zaměřuje na soutěž Formule Student a její 
všeobecná pravidla. Hlavní částí této práce je analýza stabilizátoru Formule Ford, na kterou 
v poslední části této práce navazuje analýza předního a zadního stabilizátoru Formule 
Student. Byly vytvořené kompletní MBS modely pro přední a zadní zavěšení včetně 
stabilizátoru. Díky těmto modelům bylo možné provést výpočty klopných tuhostí a pevnostní 
výpočty. Z těchto výpočtů bylo možné určit vhodné nastavení stabilizátoru. Všechny modely 
mohou být dále použitelné pro analýzu jízdních vlastností příslušného vozidla. 
KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
podvozek, stabilizátor, břit, úhel klopení, torzní tuhost, klopná tuhost, zdvih kola 
ABSTRACT 
This master’s thesis deals with the chassis part namely stabilizer. The first part is focused on 
a general knowledge specifically suspension effect on cornering and possible design 
solutions used in practice. Disadvantages of using anti-roll bars and its replacements also 
belong to this section. The second part deals with the Formula Student competition and its 
general rules. Other part of this thesis is focused on the analyses of Formula Ford anti-roll 
bars. The last part is intended for analyzing front and rear stabilizer of Formula Student 
vehicle. There were created complete MBS models for both front and rear suspension system 
including anti-roll bars, which could carry out the calculations of roll stiffness and structural 
stress analyses. It was further specified the required settings for stabilizers. These models can 
also serve for analyses of vehicle driveability.  
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chassis, anti-roll bar, blade, roll angle, torsion stiffness, roll stiffness, wheel travel  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Vehicle becomes a part of our everyday live. The total number of vehicles in the World in 
2010 exceeded 1 billion due to the present trend of exponential increasing. However, this 
number includes both cars as well as lightweight and heavy-duty trucks and buses. Vehicle 
therefore must meet many standards for safety and emission reduction. There is a significant 
difference in the actual vehicle design used for common traffic and vehicle used for racing 
purposes. Conventional vehicles must meet standards for comfort and safety of the crew as 
well. Nowadays these cars are equipped with many electronic systems, which are able to 
manage an adaptive suspension. The adaptive suspension systems can quickly intervene to the 
suspension setting due to the driver’s driving style. Conversely, motorsport is trying to move 
in the opposite direction, i.e. the less electronics the better. Many racing series do not allow 
traction control, electronic stability control, anti-lock braking system and adaptive suspension 
system absolutely. Driver’s comfort is not taken into account in these vehicles, but rather the 
driving characteristics and performance of the vehicle. Thus, it is important to maintain as 
strong feedback as possible between the driver and car. Of course the safety is paramount of 
all. 
Stabilizer or anti-roll bar is also the part of automotive chassis. It is the only part that connects 
the left and right side of the independent suspension system. At the glace, stabilizer prevents 
body tilting during cornering. The stabilizer is thus part of adaptive system for conventional 
vehicles and its intervention is also managed by this same system. This implies design 
complexity. Racing cars do not have such requirements for the design. The front and rear 
stabilizer is set to a certain stiffness during the race, but some series allow adjustment directly 
from the cockpit during the race. Different design solutions are going to be discussed in the 
introductory part of my thesis.  
The difference is not only in construction design, but also in the production and number of 
units. Conventional stabilizers are manufactured in hundreds of thousands of pieces by 
casting or forging. While motorsport parts are manufactured in dozens of pieces by complex 
CNC machining. In comparison to the conventional cars, there is no such emphasis on fatigue 
strength of racing parts, since the lifetime of these parts is low.     
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1 ANTI-ROLL BAR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
An anti-roll bar or stabilizer is a part of automotive suspension system. It can be considered as 
a single component, which connects right and left side of an independent suspension system. 
It is also a part, which differences in construction for conventional transport or race purposes. 
The main task is to stabilize the vehicle in the transverse direction; in other words the anti-roll 
bar prevents tilting body (towards the outside of the turn), when passing the turn. This body 
tilting is caused by inertial centrifugal forces acting on the vehicle centre of gravity.  One of 
the suspension system properties is a roll centre, around which the sprung mass of the car tilts. 
The roll centre changes position during suspension travel. A roll axis is defined by connection 
of front and rear roll centre. The acting force causes torque, because the centre of gravity does 
not lie on the roll axis.  
A body tilting generally causes camber change. This change in wheel angle is unfavorable due 
ensuring the largest possible contact area between tire and roadway. The body tilting can by 
reduced by increasing of the spring stiffness, by minimizing the distance between the centre 
of gravity and roll axis, or by using stabilizer. A very high position of the roll axis causes 
problem with car lifting.    
Another function of the stabilizer is enlarging effect of the force transfer from the inside 
wheel to the outside wheel when passing the turn. Thus the force transfer presses the right 
wheel to arches and left wheel just moves away from roadway during the passing the left-
handed turn. The stabilizer tries to return to its initial position, so the right wheel is more 
pressed towards the roadway and left moves away from the road. The anti-roll bar is also 
known as another spring in the suspension system, which works in straight-line direction 
while the roadway is not perfect smooth. 
Understeer or oversteer may be eliminated by changing the stabilizer stiffness. For example, if 
we increase the stiffness of the rear stabilizer or reduce stiffness of the front stabilizer, we 
obtain understeer elimination. The inverse procedure is applied to oversteer elimination.      
 
1.1 SUSPENSION EFFECT ON CORNERING 
There are multiple factors in vehicle design that may influence the cornering forces developed 
in the presence of a lateral acceleration. The suspensions and steering system are the primary 
sources of these influences. In this section the suspension factors affecting handling will be 
discussed.  
This chapter deals with the suspension effect on cornering. The first subchapter discusses the 
reversible moment and roll stiffness of different suspensions. This is also related to 
construction of roll center and roll axis of different suspensions. Next there will be a closer 
look at roll moment distribution and roll angle. And last subchapters are dedicated to camber 
angle and roll steer issues.  
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1.1.1 REVERSIBLE MOMENT AND ROLL STIFFNESS OF THE SUSPENSION 
It is generally known, that tilting of the vehicle body can be understood as its immediately 
rotation about the instant pole. This pole is known as roll center. The roll centre changes 
position during suspension travel as mentioned before. This change does not figure in further 
calculations. The roll center location depends on the type of suspension system and 
construction for double wishbone suspension is showed in the figure 1. 
 
Another overview of the roll center construction for semi-trailing arm and trailing arm 
suspension is showed in the figure 2.  
 
Figure number 3 shows semi rigid crank axle and McPherson roll centers. 
Fig. 1 Construction of roll center and roll moment arm [1] 
Fig. 2 Left scheme – Semi-trailing arm, Righ scheme – Trailing arm suspension [2]  
BRNO 2013 
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There is a possibility to determine the position of the roll center for front and rear suspension. 
The bodywork tilting must take place around an axis that intersects both roll center points. 
This axis is called the roll axis, figure 4. 
 
Tilting angle of the bodywork ψ can be replaced with transverse tilting of the roadway of the 
same angle. This situation brings a vertical deviation value of ΔhK in the tire contact patch 
with road, source [2]: 
Fig. 3 Left scheme – Semi rigid crank axle, Righ scheme – McPherson suspension [3] 
Figure 4 Construction of the roll axis [1] 
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        ⁄   (1) 
 
where t is track. Figure 5 shows scheme, which serves to calculate reversible moment and roll 
stiffness of the suspension.  
 
Changes in the radial forces ΔZK induce moment [2], which acts against tilting and it calls the 
reversible moment of the suspension: 
                 
  
 
      (2) 
where cK is stiffness of the wheel suspension and C constant [Nm/rad] is a roll stiffness of the 
suspension. For example the roll stiffness [2] for semi-trailing suspension is: 
  
 
 
(
  
 
)
 
   (3) 
where c is spring stiffness. 
 
1.1.2 ROLL MOMENT DISTRIBUTION AND ROLL ANGLE 
Figure 6 shows a bodywork replacement for a beam structure, which is supported in pivoted 
constrains in the front roll center SKP and rear roll center SKZ by springs. Centrifugal force, 
applied at the center of gravity, causes roll moment to the roll axis. However, another moment 
is induced due to rotation of the center of gravity around the roll axis, showed in the figure 6. 
So the total roll moment is as follows from source [4]: 
       (
  
 
   )  (4) 
Fig. 5 Scheme for the stiffness calculation of the wheel suspension [2] 
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where m’ is sprung mass, h0’ is the perpendicular distance between the center of gravity of 
sprung mass and the roll axis, v is velocity of vehicle, R is radius of a turn, g is the 
gravitational acceleration.  
We are able to express the tilting angle ψ with the aid of the total roll moment and reversible 
moment equations. The tilting angle ψ is equal to the total roll moment divided by the sum of 
front and rear roll stiffness. 
 
1.1.3 CAMBER CHANGE 
A lot of chassis tend to wheel camber during the bodywork tilting. Camber change ξ creates a 
lateral force Sξ in the tire patch due to body tilting. The figure 7 explains that positive camber 
angle is resulting in negative lateral force. Right scheme shows almost linear dependence 
between lateral force and camber angle. Thus lateral force [2] induced by camber change is 
given by:   
          (5) 
where Cξ  is a camber stiffness. 
In general, the greater the radial load the greater lateral force is induced. There is no camber 
change during the body tilting of rigid axle or semi-trailing suspension. Otherwise 
independent suspension systems have tended to tilt the bodywork and consequently it makes 
the camber change. This camber angle is directly affected by suspension geometry. This 
property is explained by a camber gradient [2]: 
   
  
  
 
  (6) 
Fig. 6 The vehicle beam model [2] 
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This camber gradient is positive, when positive camber angle is created during positive body 
tilting. Another fact is that wheel slip angle is increased, when camber angle is positive. It 
means that slip angle of front suspension is increased during positive camber angle on the 
front wheels, when passing the turn. For example, if in this situation camber angle on the rear 
wheels is neutral, then vehicle has understeer ability. Otherwise, positive camber angle on the 
rear wheels and neutral camber angle on the front wheels makes the vehicle oversteer.  
    
1.1.4 ROLL STEER 
Roll steer is the steering motion of the front or the rear wheels with respect to the sprung mass 
that is due to the rolling motion of the sprung mass [4]. This additional steer angle β is usually 
expressed from source [2]: 
     (
  
  
)
   
   (7) 
where (δβ/δψ)P,Z is roll steer coefficient. Positive roll steer coefficient cases the wheels to 
steer to the right in a right-hand roll. Vehicle is understeer, when positive roll steer on the 
front axle steers out of the turn. Otherwise vehicle is oversteer, when positive roll steer on the 
rear axle steers out of the turn.  
Roll steer coefficient of the independent suspensions must be evaluated from the kinematics 
of the suspension. If the solid axle initial orientation of a rear axle trailing arm is angled 
downward, the effect of the trailing arm angle change is to pull inside wheel forward while 
pushing the outside wheel rearward. Roll steer of the solid axle contributes to oversteer.  
 
 
 
 
    
Fig. 7 Left scheme – effect of camber angle (with and without slip angle), Right scheme – 
lateral force – camber angle graph [2] 
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1.2 POSSIBLE DESIGN SOLUTIONS USED IN PRACTICE  
As was mentioned before, stabilizer reduces unfavorable roll of the bodywork and affects 
contact forces induced in the tire patch. This is the main reason for using the stabilizer in 
passenger cars, utility vehicles and racing cars. This chapter deals with possible design 
solutions for different categories of vehicles. 
 
1.2.1 ANTI-ROLL BAR FOR CONVENTIONAL PASSENGER CARS 
The most common construction in conventional passenger cars is U-shaped design, which is 
bended steel tube connected to suspension parts, figure 8. Another solution is the connection 
via rods to lower arm used in McPherson or double wishbone suspension. These tubes can 
vary from the diameter of 10 mm used in passenger cars to the diameter of 60 mm used in 
heavy-duty trucks. We can distinguish three types of stabilizers. The first type is rotationally 
constrained in rubber bushings on torsion tube transverse the vehicle, which is the most 
common solution. The second type is constrained to rubber bushings on stabilizer arms along 
the vehicle and the last is composed of a simple torsion bar used in semi rigid crank axle.  
 
High class vehicles have a lot more complicated construction of stabilizer through necessity 
of comfort. These vehicles use conventional stabilizer and hydraulic piston instead of firm 
steel push rod connected to some suspension part. The first introducer of this hydraulic 
system was Citroen Company. Hydraulic pressure in piston is controlled by engine control 
unit, which analyzes the direction of vehicle via various sensors. If the vehicle is turning, 
hydraulic pressure is increased and roll of the bodywork is reduced. On the other hand, if the 
vehicle is moving straight, hydraulic pressure is reduced and comfort is achieved. This system 
is very complicated and expensive to maintain, so it is assembled into high end vehicles. 
Although the first use of this system was in Citroen Xantia higher class. [9] 
Another anti-roll bar using an electromechanical principle was presented at Detroit Auto 
Show by Schaeffler group, fig. 9. They supposedly come up with the electromechanical 
Fig. 8 Anti-roll bar used in McPherson suspension [8] 
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device that achieves similar variability in the roll rate of the anti-roll bar using a 12-volt 
electric motor. The power is provided by a big coil spring that presses on an axle running in a 
parabolic ball race. It’s an elegantly simple solution that’s production is ready for use in the 
near future. [10] 
 
1.2.2 ANTI-ROLL BAR FOR RALLY AND OFF-ROAD CARS 
In the first place, I will discuss about stabilizers used in rally sport. Some of the higher class 
rally competitions, such as WRC, have the restrictions on adjustment of anti-roll bars during 
the special stage. According to this restriction all setup has to be done in the service zone. 
There are two solutions for adjustment. The first consists in replacing the torsion rod, which is 
usually in three versions for rear and for front suspension. This replacement takes a few 
seconds and complete torsion bar replacement allows large difference in stiffness. This 
difference is necessary for driving the vehicle through the gravel and also the tarmac at the 
same time. And the second one is based on utilization of rotary blades as arms of stabilizer, 
showed in fig. 10.  
Fig. 9 Schaeffler electromechanical active anti-roll bar [10] 
Fig. 10 Detailed look at rally anti-roll bar using the rotary blade [11] 
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Off-road race cars use similar stabilizers, but their stiffness is not frequently changed, because 
of similarity in the character of the terrain. Great emphasis is given into fast driving through 
the rough terrain. Thus restrictions allow a driver disconnectable stabilizer. For example if the 
driver sees very rough terrain, then he disconnects the stabilizer and cancels dependence 
between right and left side of the suspension. Such a design can be found in endurance off-
road vehicles, for example Mitsubishi Pajero MPR series, figure 11. Front and rear anti-roll 
bar consists of yellow aluminum arm, which is linked to the upper arm of double wishbone 
suspension by push-rod. This stabilizer can by equipped with a hydraulic box situated right 
above mentioned yellow arm. In this situation the yellow arm is free to rotate around torsion 
bar. Hydraulic box is connected with yellow arm by a rod on the one side and on the other is 
connected with torsion bar by similar rod. If the hydraulic pressure is increased, then the 
stabilizer is engaged and suspension movement from one side is transferred to the other side. 
In the second case, which reduces the hydraulic pressure, the yellow arm is free to rotate 
without interaction with the torsion bar.  
Another solution in setting of anti-roll bar stiffness can be found in competitions with more 
liberal rules. Stabilizer is usually assembled with more parts and stiffness is modified by 
using of milled arms. These milled openings serve directly for connection of push rods.  
    
1.2.3 ANTI-ROLL BAR FOR FORMULA RACE CARS 
The simplest adjustable anti-roll bars use rotary blades, which are commonly used in formula 
race cars. A bigger cylinder is inserted into sleeve and smaller cylinder is used for connection 
of push-rod spherical bearing (uniball). We are able to change size of the cross-sectional 
flexural modulus due to blade rotation and this changes a deformation rate caused by a single 
force. It’s possible to distinguish two types of rotational blades. The first type serves as an 
arm, which corrects how much force gets to a vary torsion rod and that rod makes following 
deformation. This situation used in formula Ford is showed in the figure 12, where the first 
arm is firm and the other is rotational blade. The introduction of my work deals with the 
analyses of the properties of formula Ford anti-roll bar mechanism. The second type has the 
torsion rod stiffer then arms, where both of the arms are conceived as rotational blades. This 
solution is used in the lighter cars such as Formula Student.  
Fig. 11 Front and rear suspension with disconnectible anti-roll bar Mitsubishi Pajero MPR 2007 [12]  
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Typically Formula One teams use a “U” shape anti-roll bars. In this setup the anti-roll bar is 
connected to the rocker via push-rods (drop links). Different torsion bars in the anti-roll bar 
create different roll stiffness rates for the suspension. Teams will either switch the entire 
stabilizer assembly for different rate. Red Bull has engineered their anti-roll bar for the torsion 
bar to be removed transversely through the side of the monocoque. [13] 
McLaren uses a simple blade type front arrangement, in which these blades are jointed at their 
ends by bearings and drop link. One blade goes down and the other goes up, when in roll the 
rockers rotate in the same direction. A stiff drop link transfers these opposing forces and the 
blades deflect. These opposing forces add stiffness to the front suspension in roll of formula 
car, showed in the figure 13. In heave (car going up and down, no roll) the rockers rotate in 
different directions, both blades move down and don’t flex. They must be removed from the 
rockers and replaced to achieve different roll stiffness. Ferrari use similar solution, but the 
connecting mechanism is instead single bearing sliding inside an arched guide. Just like 
McLaren, when in roll the two ends push against each other to create the reaction force to 
prevent roll. When in heave the bearing slides through the arc of the guide and no forces are 
transmitted into the suspension. [13] 
Fig. 12 Formula Ford front anti-roll bar with mechanical adjustment  
Fig. 13 Left scheme – McLaren front anti-roll bar, Righ scheme – blade deflection in roll [13] 
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Another clever solution of rear anti-roll bar comes from Ferrari F1 team, fig. 14. Ferrari have 
developed sprung drop links to create a dual rate anti-roll bar, which gives the team the 
advantage of soft roll control for low speed grip and stiff roll rates for high speed aero grip. A 
stiff stabilizer will be good for maintaining the underfloors attitude to the track, in order for 
the diffuser to work at its best. However at lower speed, a softer stabilizer will increase grip 
by allowing each tire to maximize its contact with the track. Thus laptime gains will be found 
if the car can improve both aero and mechanical grip. What Ferrari has done is to replace the 
drop links of the “U” shape anti-roll bar that lead from the suspension rocker to the anti-roll 
bar levers with a small coil springs. The softer coil spring compresses first when car rolls and 
this provides a soft initial anti-roll bar rate. That provides good mechanical grip, but on as 
their movement is taken up, the coil springs act like solid links to the anti-roll bar and the 
stiffer main anti-roll bar provides the tighter roll control to aid the underbodies aerodynamics. 
Whether push-rod or pull-rod, any team could conceivably employ these spring links to 
provide this variable roll rate [13]. This solution is unique to Ferrari, but there can be found 
other similar solutions in other race series. Lola is known to have used this solution in some 
of their cars. They use a “V” shape anti-roll bar, which is conceived of a horizontal rod 
situated transversely. Drop links are connected to the horizontal rod in angle which resembles 
“V” shape. The horizontal rod is mounted in the needle bearings on the both sides and it’s 
able to rotate around its axis and translate in the direction of this axis. The horizontal rod is 
equipped with springs, which are coaxially positioned on the both sides. In heave the 
horizontal rod rotates in either direction, and damper puts resistance. In the roll one or the 
other spring is compressed and this initiates roll stiffness.         
 
There is one other solution similar to the previous design. Red Bull in 2004 comes with this 
“T” shape anti-roll bar, figure 15. This system uses a damper with coil spring and two small 
dampers for the roll. A crank arm at the head of the coil-over frictional damper is attached to a 
vertical torsion bar. Not only does this bar twist under tension it can tilt toward on the bottom 
pivot. For example when the right wheel goes over the bump, the push-rod moves up and 
rotates the rocker anti-clockwise. This in turn, pulls against right arm of the central “T” crank. 
This slightly twists central “T” crank’s torsion bar and pivots the crank towards the rear of the 
car. The central coil-over damper compresses along with the right shock. In a two wheel 
Fig. 14 Ferrari rear anti-roll bar with variable roll rate [13] 
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bump, the central torsion bar and crank don’t twist. The “T” shaped torsion bar simply pivots 
towards the rear of the car on its bottom mount. The central coil-over damper and both 
external shock absorbers take the bump. In the roll “T” shaped crank’s torsion bar is flexed 
and coil-over damper is not compressed. The coil-over damper is here for the diffuser to work 
at its best due to aerodynamic drag.  
 
Small formula cars, such as Formula Student vehicles use different design solutions. One of 
many solutions is showed in the figure 16. This front and rear suspension system is composed 
of unique monoshock design that decouples bump and roll. In heave both push-rods make the 
bellcrank rotate, thereby compressing the shock and spring. In roll, the entire bellcrank 
assembly slides back and forth compressing the Belleville washers (essentially springs) on 
either side. There are a lot of benefits to decoupling bump and roll, most notably is ability to 
have different damper settings for each. Different roll stiffness can be balanced by 
replacement of springs or Belleville washers.  
Other unusual solutions are used due to low weight of vehicle, thus low anti-roll bar stiffness. 
First example consists in the replacement of torsion tube with blade. Second unconventional 
solution is composed of two composite sheets, both linked to rockers.  
Fig. 15 Red Bull rear „T“shaped anti-roll bar [14] 
Fig. 16 Left scheme – rear monoshock suspension in bump, Right scheme – front monoshock 
suspension in roll [15] 
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1.2.4 ANTI-ROLL BAR FOR SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES 
A body structure of sport utility vehicles can be distinguished from other by size, weight and 
most importantly high center of gravity. Thereby this affects pretty high roll of the vehicle. 
This kind of vehicle is also used in the terrain, where stabilizer usage is not convenient due to 
wheel travel limitation and traction reduction. In these cases, it is necessary to disconnect 
stabilizers. 
This fact has helped to design an adaptive suspension system. BMW Company came with 
Adaptive drive, which is a dynamic damper control with active roll stabilization of the 
vehicle. Electronics senses a number of parameters, such as velocity, steering angle, 
longitudinal and transverse acceleration, ground clearance etc. The control unit adjusts the 
chassis based on the measured values. This electronics controls active dampers EDC and 
changes torsion stiffness of stabilizers, using servo. As a result Adaptive drive system reduces 
the body tilting during cornering and the driver can change the suspension setting according 
to his current requirements.  
Similar adaptive system developed Mercedes-Benz with name of Active curve system, figure 
17. This system uses pneumatic suspension and adaptive dampers ADS. Active curve system 
hydraulically adjusts front and rear stabilizer to reduce body roll. The oil reservoir is located 
in the engine compartment and pressure is supplied by a separate pump. Another solution 
comes up with Toyota based on electronic control of hydraulic suspension and it calls Kinetic 
dynamic suspension system. PSA has developed Dynamic rolling control system, which is 
mounted on the rear axle. This system uses hydraulic coupling of rear dampers, which 
improves comfort and reduces body tilting. [16]  
Fig. 17 Mercedes-Benz ML front suspension with adaptive anti-roll bar [17]   
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1.3 DISADVANTAGES OF USING ANTI-ROLL BARS AND ITS REPLACEMENTS 
A significant drawback is a restraining of suspension independence. It is preferably, that one 
side of the suspension copes with road bumps. This non-independence causes transmission of 
inequality to the bodywork and other side of suspension.  
Anti-roll bar can be considered as another spring in the system, which is not able to damp. 
Thus stabilizer can oscillate and this may lead to the body vibration. This situation is more 
theoretical and it’s not taken into account. It should be always assumed that the force induced 
by stiffness of stabilizer is greater than the force induced by spring, according to its wheel 
rate.  
Stabilizers usually reduce maximal lateral force due to load transfer from inside to the outside 
wheel. It is important to pay attention to its wheel rate during construction.  
There are several replacements of anti-roll bar. In motorsport any electric support or damper 
linkage is prohibited, thereby Cornering control valve has been developed by Reiger. This 
system uses an element, which constipates oil flow in damper due to centrifugal forces acting 
upon it.  
High-end conventional cars are equipped by magnetorheological dampers. It’s the damper 
filled with magnetorheological fluid, which is controlled by a magnetic field, usually using an 
electromagnet. This allows the damping characteristics of the shock absorber to be 
continuously controlled by varying the power of the electromagnet. This type of shock 
absorber has several applications, most notably in semi-active vehicle suspension which may 
adapt to road conditions, as they monitored through sensors in the vehicle. Audi is 
representative of this system. 
Another system was introduced by BOSE, however, did not take hold in practice. Figure 18 
shows this system in details, which consists of linear electromagnetic motor instead of 
conventional steel spring and damper. Linear electromagnetic motor receives impulses from 
control unit, which evaluate data and sets the length of the linear motor. This system prevents 
from any roll movement of the bodywork.  
Fig. 18 BOSE suspension system [18] 
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2 FORMULA SAE 
Formula SAE is a student design competition organized by SAE International (formerly 
Society of Automotive Engineers). The first competition was started back in 1979 after Mark 
Marshek, then at University of Houston contacted the SAE Education Relations Department 
in 1978 to discuss adding a variant event of Mini Baja; the name Mini Indy was founded. As 
many organizers have found, the work in building the car can be exceeded only by that to 
organize the event. Having seen the potential of the event, Mike Best, Robert Edwards and 
John Tellkamp, students at the University of Texas at Austin, approached Dr. Ron Matthews 
with an idea – how about another Mini-Indy, but with some changes? Make the rules more 
open; let it be as unlimited as possible. It was desired that this new competition would take 
the cars to the next level of engineering. The Baja competition was great for chassis design, 
but many students wanted to work on engines as well. The new rules would keep engine 
restrictions to a bare minimum. Any four-stroke engine was allowed for the first four years 
with power limited by a 25, 4 mm intake restrictions. Dr. Mathews contacted the SAE 
Education Relations Department and set the wheels in motion. To differentiate this new event 
from the Mini-Indy, a new name was sought. To reflect better the road-racing nature of the 
event and its increased engineering content, the Formula SAE name was adopted. [19]  
The concept behind Formula SAE is that a fictional manufacturing company has contracted a 
design team to develop a small formula style race car. The prototype race car is to be 
evaluated for its potential as a production item. The target marketing group for the race car is 
the non-professional weekend autocross racer. Each student team designs, builds and tests a 
prototype based on a series of rules, which can be found for 2013 in [20].  
Today, the competition has expanded and includes a number of events. In the United States 
there are two locations: California and Michigan; Michigan being the largest event and 
longest running. The first competition in Europe was held in United Kingdom under the 
heading of IMECHE (Institution of Mechanical Engineers). The competition was carried out 
in 1998 under the name Formula Student and nowadays it’s hugely popular. In 2011 almost 
2300 students from more than 30 countries divided into 110 teams attended the Formula 
Student event at Silverstone Circuit. Currently only in Europe, there are competitions 
organized in Germany, Austria, Spain, Italy, Russia and Hungary. Competitions are not only 
USA and EU domain, also held in other destinations such as Japan, Australia and Brazil. 
There are more than 300 teams all over the World, which makes it the biggest motoring-
education event.  
2.1 THE COMPETITION SCORING  
Formula Student competition scoring is divided into two separately scored sections. The first 
section consists of static disciplines, where design solutions of the car are evaluated by jury. 
This first section makes approximately one-third of total 1000 points, chart 1. The second 
section is used for evaluation of dynamic events, during which the formula car is racing on the 
track. Points are awarded according to driving performance. Formula Student event is a 
complex evaluation of engineering work from own design to performance of the car.   
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2.2 STATIC DISCIPLINES 
This subchapter discusses static disciplines in detail. Maximum of 150 points is assigned to 
design of the vehicle, i.e. design intent and processing quality. Certain points are also 
indented to evaluate suitability of stock parts and understanding a specific design issues.  
Another 100 points are intended to evaluate the price, especially price for material, tooling 
and manufacturing. All teams have to prepare their own cost and suitability report involving 
all parts and fastening material. Price is assigned to each item according to standardized costs 
tables. These tables are able to all students from all countries. The final price is presented to 
the jury, which controls completeness.  
Last 75 points are used for business case presentation. This business case has to be presented 
to convince the jury that commercial intent is perfect for sale and distribution of race car. The 
contents, company organization, visual processing and ability to answer the questions are the 
main milestones for point evaluation.  
2.3 DYNAMIC DISCIPLINES 
Dynamic disciplines verify performance, technical reliability or settings of the car and 
naturally driver’s skills. Acceleration to 75 meters is the first dynamic discipline and the 
fastest car that crosses the line takes the maximum of 75 points. The vehicle starts from zero 
just 30 centimeters before the line and accelerates in the straight line to 75 meters. Slower 
teams take fraction of points according to the fastest team. This test has to be done with two 
pilots given in advance and each racing driver is able to run a repair attempt.  
Next dynamic discipline is so called Skid-pad, which verifies the ability of the vehicle to turn 
at constant radius on flat tarmac, figure 19. Skid-pad test starts with the vehicle entering in 
skid-pad track and running right-handed circuit two times and then left-handed circuit same 
times. After four circuits the vehicle exits out in the same direction as it entered in. Mean time 
of right and left handed circuit over penalty attribution is used for point evaluation by some 
equation. Maximum points to be achieved are 50. Penalization of 0,25 seconds is for dropping 
the cone. Skid-pad has to be done with two drivers given in advance and each driver is able to 
run a repair attempt.  
 
Static scoring; 
325 
Dynamic 
scoring; 675 
Chart 1 Event scoring   
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Sprint or autocross is a one lap race, which actually verifies vehicle’s handling, acceleration, 
deceleration and performance on the track without other vehicles. The shortest time to pass 
one circuit is used to point evaluation by equation. And once again, sprint has to be done with 
two drivers given in advance and each driver is able to run a repair attempt. Maximum points 
to be achieved are 150. Sprint layout is defined in FSAE rules and should not exceed a speed 
greater than 100 km/h. Penalization of 2 seconds is for dropping the cone and 20 seconds for 
exiting the track by all four wheels. Sprint layout consists of straight lines no longer than 60 
meters with turns at the ends with minimum outer radius of 9 meters, or straight lines no 
longer than 45 meters with open turns in range of 7,62 to 12,19 meters radius. There also can 
be used other multiple turns, chicanes or turns with decreasing radius.  The minimum width of 
the track is set at 3,5 meters.  
The final and most important dynamic discipline is endurance and fuel economy with the 
maximum points of 300 + 100. This test verifies true reliability and durability of the vehicle 
and its length is established to be around 22 kilometers. Course speeds can be estimated by 
the following standard course specifications. Average speed should be 48 km/h to 57 km/h 
with top speeds of approximately 105 km/h. Two drivers are able to change in the middle of 
the race and no repairs are allowed during this race. Because of the greater number of vehicles 
on the track it is strictly forbidden to fight against each other. Faster car must be allowed to 
overtake slower one according to blue flag rule. The times for the endurance event will be 
based upon the sum of the times of each driver in the heat plus penalties. Penalization of 1 
minute is for overtaking, 2 minutes for contact between vehicles and one minute for flag rules 
disobeying and plus same rules applied as for sprint. It is possible to get the maximum of 100 
Fig. 19 Skid-pad layout [20]  
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points for fuel economy. Amount of fuel consumed is used for point evaluation according to 
equation.  
Scrutineering (kind of safety acceptance) is a condition for competing in dynamic disciplines 
and it includes tilt test, brake (lock up) test, noise test and safety test.   
Formula Student is too complex competition to understand it in a few lines. Otherwise, being 
a member in formula student team is a powerful tool to get succeed in motorsport or in any 
other technical practice. All point evaluations for each discipline are evident from pie chart 2. 
 
Design; 150 
Price; 100 
Presentation; 
75 
Skid-Pad; 50 
Sprint; 150 
Acceleration; 75 
Endurance; 300 
Fuel Economy; 
100 
Chart 2 Total event scoring  
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 3 SOLUTION 
Previous retrieval part demonstrated the importance of using anti-roll bar to faster turns 
passage and simple adjustment of car behavior. First part of this chapter is dedicated to the 
analyses of formula Ford rear and front anti-roll bar. The second part of this chapter deals 
with the analyses of Formula Student front and rear anti-roll bar, which are actually being 
used in the last Formula Student vehicle.  
 
3.1 ANALYSES OF FORMULA FORD REAR ANTI-ROLL BAR  
Formula Ford is an entry-level class of single seater, open-wheel formula racing. The various 
championships held across the world form an important step for many perspective Formula 
One drivers. Formula Ford is regarded as the first major stepping stone into formula racing 
after karting. Success in Formula Ford can lead directly to other junior formulae such as a 
Formula Renault 2.0 or even F3. Formula Ford championships allow freedom of chassis 
design, engine building and more technical items of specifications on the car. This opens 
doors to many manufacturers. Many other single seater formulae impose fixed specifications. 
Institute of automotive engineering uses an experimental vehicle Formula Faster Ford 1600 
AF 91. This vehicle‟s suspension consists of a truss frame (tubular steel frame), double 
wishbone suspension with triangular arms, both push-rods, rockers, coil springs with preload 
option and damping by Koni shock absorbers. Braking force is provided by dual circuit disc 
brakes (TT type) with balance bar and double piston calipers by Lockheed. Steering is 
provided by rack and pinion steering box without power steering.     
In order to understand the construction, shape and setting options, there will be done the 
analyses of already finished rear stabilizer used in formula Ford. In the first place 3D model 
of rear stabilizer was created from STL format, which was provided to me by Ing. Ján 
Krasula. He dealt with it in his master‟s thesis. Then it was subsequently transferred to the 
calculation of the finite element method, where this model was constrained and loaded with 
forces. Finally, there has been created the replacement model in the multi body system, which 
can be further used.  
 
3.1.1 3D CAD MODEL CREATION 
Given model in format STL, a polygon network of scanned surfaces, was further used for 
model creation in ProEngineer software. Model creation of stabilizer consisted of parts 
creation directly to the polygon network, which has to be visually controlled. Final render 
model, constrained in silone bushings, is showed in the figure 20. Showed model consists of 
rotational blade, bended torsion rod and two bushings.  
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3.1.2 FEM MODEL CREATION 
3D CAD model has to be remade for further finite element method analyses. The rotational 
blade has been simplified by removing cylindrical part, which supported position and rotation 
in the torsion rod bearing. This CAD model was transferred into IGES format, thus it was able 
to open it in ANSYS software.  
After loading the IGES format in ANSYS, it was necessary to specify the linear isotropic 
material properties for steel, where 210 GPa is modulus of elasticity and 0,3 is the Poisson 
ratio. Figure number 21 shows meshed blade using elements such as Solid186 and Solid285. 
Solid186 is a higher order 3D 20-node solid element that exhibits quadratic displacement 
behavior. The element is defined by 20 nodes having three degrees of freedom per node: 
translation in the nodal x, y and z directions. The elements support plasticity, hyperelasticity, 
creep, stress stiffening and large deflections [21]. Solid285 element is a lower 3D 4-node 
mixed u-P element. The element has a linear displacement and hydrostatic pressure behavior. 
The element is suitable for modeling irregular meshes (such as those generated by various 
CAD/CAM systems) and general materials. The element is defined by four nodes having four 
degrees of freedom at each node: three in the nodal x, y and z direction and one hydrostatic 
pressure for all material except nearly incompressible hyperelastic materials. The element has 
plasticity, hyperelasticity, creep, stress stiffening and large deflection. [22]  
It was also necessary to divide volume and make some network refinements in radiuses and 
other areas with notch effects. Another procedure applied to the model was to constrain it and 
also load it with forces. The only one constrain was applied to the back area located on the 
torsion bar bearing. This constrain consists of zero degrees of freedom in all three axes. 
Coordinate system with suitable axes is also shown in the figure number 21. Blade rotation 
during adjustment of anti-roll bar was simulated by several load steps. There were five load 
steps in total, where the first one consisted of single force of magnitude 100 N acting in the 
uniball center point with the orientation on the y-axis in the opposite direction.  Other four 
load steps were equally divided to an angle of 90 degrees with the same single force of 
magnitude 100 N for each load step.     
Fig. 20 Rendered CAD model of Formula Ford rear anti-roll bar  
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After the static structural analyses there were evaluated displacements in Y and Z axes for 
each load step. Similar procedure was also applied for FEM model in Workbench, where 
same material properties were assigned. Automatic method with refinements was selected for 
meshing and same load steps were also applied on uniball center point, figure 22. It is obvious 
that both procedures use forces, which are situated in the YZ plane, i.e. perpendicular to the 
small cylinder used for uniball connection. Forces at the angle were entered by the 
components. Solved displacements in Y and Z axes were compared with those in ANSYS. 
The values varied in the range of 3 to 4 %, which is not so serious and numerical difference 
can be caused by the difference in meshed network and possible usage of lower magnitude of 
force. As an example, I point out directional displacement in Z axis and equivalent (Von-
Misses) stress for third load step using a force in an angle of 45 degrees, figure 23. Maximum 
equivalent stress is 60,17 MPa and directional  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 21 Meshed blade of rear stabilizer 
Fig. 22 All 5 load steps applied on uniball center point 
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deformation in Z axis is approximately 0,691 mm. Further displacement will be solved as 
contrary to equivalent stress and all solved numbers from Workbench are showed in tab.1. 
There are only five load steps displayed in the table 1, because blade is symmetrical in two 
planes, what is apparent from chart number 3. Directional displacements, showed in table 1, 
are used for calculation of torsion stiffness. In the first place calculation of stiffness was done 
in Y axis from simple equation, source [5]: 
         (8) 
Fig. 23 Upper scheme – equivalent stress; bottom scheme – directional deformation in Z axis  
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Tab. 1 Solved FEM directional deformations for rear blade 
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Z force 
component 
Y force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fz[N] Fy [N] Δz [mm] Δy [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 0,12032 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,3744 0,11117 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,69163 0,08523 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,90385 0,04657 
90 100 100 0 0,97831 0 
  
where cy stands for stiffness in Y axis. The same equation was used for calculation of stiffness 
in Z axis, using directional displacement in Z instead of Y. Next procedure was to verify 
solved directional deformations in Y and Z axis using the calculated stiffness in Y and Z axis. 
Modified equations for verifying are as follows: 
            (9) 
            (10) 
where cz is stiffness in Z axis, cy is stiffness in Y axis and Fy and Fz are force components. 
Torsion stiffness in Y and Z axis were calculated according to equations, source [5]:    
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Chart 3 Directional deformation in Z axis for full 360 degree rotation 
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where cφy and cφz are torsion stiffness in Y and Z axis, F is force of 100 N magnitude, Δφz and 
Δφy are rotation deformations in Z and Y axis and l stands for blade length of 181 mm. The 
final verifying has to be done for rotational deformations in Y and Z axis using the calculated 
torsion stiffness in Y and Z axis. Modified equations for verifying are as follows: 
    
     
   
  (13) 
    
     
   
  
(14) 
 
From this verification, it is possible to calculate directional deformations in Y and Z axis 
according to simple equations: 
                 (15) 
                 (16) 
 
Tables below show calculated stiffness and torsion stiffness, and then verified results using 
the calculated stiffness in Y and Z axis and second verified results using the calculated torsion 
stiffness in Y and Z axis. It is obvious, that the results of directional deformations are very 
similar to those in FEM analyses. This confirms the correctness of solution and the calculated 
torsion stiffness in both Y and Z axes are going to be the outputs for multi body dynamics in 
ADAMS software. Decimal places were not reduced with respect to the accuracy of solutions 
and units of torsion stiffness were converted from Nmm/deg to Nm/deg, as well.  
 
Tab 2 Calculated stiffness and trosion stiffness for blade 
Stiffness in 
Z 
Stiffness in 
Y 
Torsion 
stiffness in Z  
Torsion 
stiffness in Y 
cz [N/mm] cy [N/mm] cφz [Nm/deg] cφy [Nm/deg] 
102,2170887 831,1170213 475,2222411 58,44700395 
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Tab 3 Verified results for directional deformations using the calculated stiffness for blade  
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Z force 
component 
Y force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fz[N] Fy [N] Δzc1 [mm] Δyc1 [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 0,12032 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,374379 0,111161 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,691772 0,085079 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,903841 0,046044 
90 100 100 0 0,97831 0 
 
      Tab 4 Verified results for directional deformations using the calculated torsion stiffness for blade 
Blade 
rotation 
Rotational 
deformation in Z 
Rotational 
deformation in Y 
Directional 
deformation in Z 
Directional 
deformation in Y 
φ [deg] Δφz [deg] Δφy [deg] Δzc2 [mm] Δyc2 [mm] 
0 0,038087443 0 0 0,12032 
22,5 0,035188227 0,118509205 0,3743766 0,11116124 
45 0,026932012 0,21897942 0,6917694 0,08507947 
67,5 0,014575303 0,286109242 0,9038398 0,04604405 
90 0 0,309682255 0,97831 0 
 
The same procedure was applied to the bended torsion rod, which was simplified by removing 
case section. This section is used for bearing, which is supporting blade position and its 
rotation. Remade 3D CAD model was used for further finite element method analyses. This 
CAD model was transferred into IGES format for next ANSYS static structural analyses. The 
same material properties were specified and meshing was done by same elements. Figure 
number 24 shows coordinate system and meshed network with refinements in chamfer and 
smaller cylinder used for uniball connection. This picture also indicates first load step with a 
single force of magnitude 100 N acting in the uniball center point with the orientation on the 
z-axis in the opposite direction. Another four load steps are same as for rotational blade. It is 
also possible to notice two constrains, where the first is applied on a back area of case section 
and the second is applied on the area defined by silone bushing. The first one consists of zero 
degrees of freedom in all three axes and the second consists of zero degrees of freedom in X 
and Z axis.   
Similar procedure was applied for FEM model in Workbench software. With respect to the 
very similar MKP results, I will only consider and calculate results from Workbench 
environment. As an example I am pointing out equivalent stress from ANSYS and directional 
displacement in Z axis for first load step using a force in an angle of 0 degrees in Workbench, 
figure 25 and 26. Approx maximum equivalent stress is located at the interference with silone  
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Fig. 24 Meshed network with load and constrains for torsion rod  
 
 
Fig. 25 Equivalent stress of torsion rod in ANSYS 
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Fig. 26 Directional deformation in Z axis of torsion rod in Workbench 
 
bushing and its value is 40 MPa according to figure 25. Maximum directional displacement of 
torsion rod in Z axis is displayed in the figure 26 and its approximate value is 0,303 mm. All 
solved displacements in Z and Y axis from Workbench are shown in the table number 5.  
 
Tab 5 Solved FEM  directional deformations for torsion rod 
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Y force 
component 
Z force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fy[N] Fz [N] Δy [mm] Δz [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 0,30311 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,11375 0,28167 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,20989 0,2156 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,27411 0,11672 
90 100 100 0 0,29663 0 
 
The same procedure was applied for calculations of stiffness and torsion stiffness, table 
number 6. And the same calculation procedures were also used at verification of directional 
displacements by the calculated stiffness and calculated torsion stiffness. It is necessary to 
mention that vertical axis Y was swapped for axis Z in comparison with the rotational blade. 
It is obvious, that the results of directional deformations are very similar to those in FEM 
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analyses. This confirms the correctness of solution and the calculated torsion stiffness in both 
Y and Z axes are going to be the outputs for multi body dynamics in ADAMS software. 
Decimal places were not reduced with respect to the accuracy of solutions and units of torsion 
stiffness were converted from Nmm/deg to Nm/deg, as well.  
 
Tab 6 Calculated stiffness and torsion stiffness for torsion rod 
Stiffness in 
Z 
Stiffness in 
Y 
Torsion 
stiffness in Z  
Torsion 
stiffness in Y 
cz [N/mm] cy [N/mm] cφz [Nm/deg] cφy [Nm/deg] 
328,0086594 337,1203182 190,6372213 185,4847044 
  
Tab 7 Verified results for directional deformations using the calculated stiffness for torsion rod 
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Y force 
component 
Z force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fy[N] Fz [N] Δyc1 [mm] Δzc1 [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 0,30487 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,11351437 0,2816633 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,20975004 0,21557663 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,27405052 0,11666765 
90 100 100 0 0,29663 0 
   
    Tab 8 Verified results for directional deformations using calculated torsion stiffness for torsion rod 
Blade 
rotation 
Rotational 
deformation in Y 
Rotational 
deformation in Z 
Directional 
deformation in Y 
Directional 
deformation in Z 
φ [deg] Δφy [deg] Δφz [deg] Δyc2 [mm] Δzc2 [mm] 
0 0,097043042 0 0 0,30487 
22,5 0,089656126 0,036132713 0,113514281 0,281663256 
45 0,068620106 0,066765451 0,209749944 0,215576523 
67,5 0,037136431 0,087232912 0,274050488 0,116667556 
90 0 0,094420176 0,29663 0 
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3.1.3 MBS MODEL CREATION  
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the calculated torsion stiffness for blade and torsion rod 
in both Y and Z axes were used to create a stabilizer mechanism in MSC ADAMS/View 
software for multi-body dynamics. The complete model of stabilizer consists of blade section 
and torsion rod section. This complete model will be able to insert into an extensive model as 
subsystem, which allows us to study the behavior of the vehicle as a whole.  
ADAMS, the multibody dynamics simulation solution, is the world‟s most widely used 
multibody software that helps engineers to study the dynamics of moving parts, how loads 
and forces are distributed throughout mechanical system. ADAMS software computes 
kinematics or dynamics using parts as the rigid bodies, which are joined by kinematic 
constrains (joints). Thus blade section was created by three rigid bodies: magenta cylinder, 
cyan cylinder and green box. The first was created cyan cylinder, which was constrained by a 
revolute joint situated at the one end. The revolute joint has one degree of freedom and that is 
the rotation relative to the axis passing through the axis of the cyan cylinder. This constrain 
was created between cyan cylinder and the ground. Cyan cylinder was used for attachments of 
other rigid bodies and for rotational joint motion, which is applied to revolute joint and 
servers to blade rotation. The second was created magenta cylinder passing through the one 
end of the cyan cylinder (same Marker). These cylinders were constrained by revolute joint, 
which axis passes through the Z axis of global coordinate system in the same Marker. The 
third was created green box, which one vertex is attached to same Marker. The only one 
important dimension that was specified is length of green box, i.e. length of rotational blade. 
Green box and magenta cylinder are constrained by revolute joint, which axis passes through 
the Y axis of global coordinate system, figure 27. All three rigid bodies were defined zero 
mass properties and zero moment of inertia. Next procedure was to add torsion springs to the 
model, the first one for revolute joint between cyan and magenta cylinder and the second one 
for revolute joint between magenta cylinder and green box. It is also possible to see the 
modify box for torsion spring 1 in the figure 27. Torsion spring 1 has a stiffness coefficient of 
5,8447.10
4
 Nmm/deg and torsion spring 2 has the stiffness coefficient of 4,7522.10
5 
Nmm/deg.  
One last procedure needed to specify the force and markers to measure for verification of 
directional deformations.  The force was specified on the body, fixed in the space on the Z 
axis in the opposite direction. It means that the force point of action was situated in vertex on 
the other side of green box. “Fixed in space” means that the force did not change vector 
during the acting. It was necessary to create two markers, where the first and second one lie in 
the force point of action. But the first one belongs to green box and the second one belongs to 
cyan cylinder. That was because of correct verification data due to blade rotation. Next 
procedure was to build “point-to-point” measures for displaying the graph of directional 
deformations relative to the blade rotation.   
Simulation process has been running from 0 to 90 degrees of blade rotation by revolute 
motion. All directional displacements correlate with those achieved from FEM analyses. This 
can be obvious from chart number 4. In the figure 27 it is also possible to see whole blade 
mechanism in an angle of 45 degrees for schematic representation of blade rotation.  
Creation of the torsion rod section was pretty similar, but without the rigid body using 
revolute motion. Firstly, it was created gray cylinder that was basically the ground on which  
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Fig. 27 Model of blade mechanism in ADAMS with torsion spring modification 
 
other rigid bodies were connected. Then, it was created red cylinder, which was constrained 
by a revolute joint at the one end of gray cylinder. This revolute joint has an axis that passes 
through the Z axis of global coordinate system. And the last part was created yellow cylinder, 
which was at the one end constrained by a revolute joint. This joint has an axis that passes 
through the Y axis of global coordinate system. All three rigid bodies and revolute joints are 
associated at the one point (marker). The only one important dimension that was specified is 
Chart 4 Measured directional deformations realtive to the blade rotation 
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length of yellow cylinder, i.e. length of bended torsion rod in X direction. Two rigid bodies 
were defined zero mass properties and zero moment of inertia. Next procedure was to add 
torsion springs to the model, the first one for revolute joint between ground part and red 
cylinder and the second one for revolute joint between red cylinder and yellow cylinder. 
Torsion spring 1 has a stiffness coefficient of 1,8548.10
5
 Nmm/deg and torsion spring 2 has 
the stiffness coefficient of 1,9064.10
5 
Nmm/deg. It is obvious that both torsion stiffness 
coefficients are numerically similar. This model can be observed from the figure number 28. 
Next procedure was to specify forces and marker for point measurement. For each simulation 
were given two different components of force. These forces were specified on the body, fixed 
in the space on the YZ plane. It was enough to create only one marker for displacement 
measure in Y and Z axis. This marker was located at the end of yellow cylinder. Total five 
simulations have been running to get all directional deformations, which are very similar to 
those from FEM analyses and calculations, table 9.      
             
Table 9 Comparison of measured directional deformations to FEM and calculated deformations  
Force 
acting 
FEM directional 
deformation in Y 
FEM directional 
deformation in Z 
Measured directional 
deformation in Y 
Measured directional 
deformation in Z 
φ [deg] Δy [mm] Δz [mm] ΔyA [mm] ΔzA [mm] 
0 0 0,30311 0 0,3049 
22,5 0,11375 0,28167 0,1135 0,2817 
45 0,20989 0,2156 0,2097 0,2156 
67,5 0,27411 0,11672 0,2740 0,1167 
90 0,29663 0 0,2966 0 
Fig. 28 Model of torsion rod mechanism in ADAMS 
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Force 
acting 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Y 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Z 
Measured directional 
deformation in Y 
Measured directional 
deformation in Z 
φ [deg] Δyc2 [mm] Δzc2 [mm] ΔyA [mm] ΔzA [mm] 
0 0 0,30487 0 0,3049 
22,5 0,113514281 0,281663256 0,1135 0,2817 
45 0,209749944 0,215576523 0,2097 0,2156 
67,5 0,274050488 0,116667556 0,2740 0,1167 
90 0,29663 0 0,2966 0 
 
This correctness of the results let me complete that model by connection of rotational blade 
section and torsion rod section. Grey cylinder was no more ground part and was directly 
linked to cyan cylinder used for blade rotation. Then grey cylinder was constrained with the 
ground by revolute joint at its center with a joint axis passing through the Y axis of global 
coordinate system. Next modification needed to fix vertex of the yellow cylinder at its end by 
“lock” showed in the figure 29. Fix joint locks two parts together (ground is the other part in 
our case) so they cannot move with respect to each other. The effect is similar to defining two 
parts as a single part. It is also able to see force applied at the end of rotation blade for 
completeness of the model.  
Last modification tried to simplify actual model of rear stabilizer, which later proved that is 
inconvenient solution. This modification consisted in replacing the two torsion springs with 
only one spring. It should be mentioned that both torsion springs are connected in series, 
which the first one is applied on revolute joint with an axis passing through the Y axis of 
global coordinate system and the second one is applied on revolute joint with the same axis. 
The first one is located on torsion rod and the second one is located on blade section. 
Modification using only one spring is given by general equation of stiffness, source [4]: 
   
              
             
  (17) 
where cφ is modified torsion stiffness, cφrod is torsion stiffness of torsion rod section and cφblade 
is torsion stiffness of rotational blade section.  
Values of directional deformations were correct during the simulation with zero blade 
rotation. The problem occurred in the simulations during rotation of blade, because this 
rotation caused same rotation of revolute joint and thus rotation of the torsion spring situated 
on the blade section. This rotation cancelled the connection in series, because of a change in 
axis orientation of revolute joint. This is confirmed by the bad results in directional 
displacements achieved from ADAMS measurements. Thus modified model cannot be used 
in next study, but on the other hand it is possible to use model from figure number 29. This 
non-modified model can be used by the institution‟s employee.  
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3.2 ANALYSES OF FORMULA FORD FRONT ANTI-ROLL BAR  
At the first glace front anti-roll bar of formula Ford is not recognizable from rear one. Its 
horizontal placement is similar and both stabilizers have located silone bushings toward the 
center of the vehicle. The shape and placement of anti-roll bar is clear from the first chapter. It 
is possible to adjust stabilizer from pilot cockpit using a simple mechanism, which rotates the 
blade using two tow rods, fig. 12. The same procedure was selected for analyses as in the 
previous chapter.  
 
3.2.1 3D CAD MODEL CREATION 
Front anti-roll bar was dismounted from rubber bushings and uniball connections. Then it was 
necessary to measure dimensions using a measuring device. This device contains position 
sensors located in the spherical joints to evaluate position of probe, which is located at the end 
of shoulder. Global coordinate system is the basic of measuring device. It is able to measure 
elementary shapes, such as cylinder, cone, torus or plane, by touching of probe. This file of 
elementary shapes was provided to me by Ing. Ján Krasula. The file of elementary shapes is 
shown in the figure 30. However, these elementary shapes had to transfer to ProEngineer 
software for position measuring. Finally it was possible to create 3D CAD model using these 
measures. [6] 
Torsion rod and rotational blade have very similar shape compared to rear stabilizer and 
therefore they are not going to be displayed.  
Fig. 29 Complete model of rear stabilizer in ADAMS without modification 
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3.2.2 FEM MODEL CREATION 
FEM model creation of front anti-roll bar was identical to rear one according to meshing, 
loads, constrains and so on. All analyses have been done for directional deformations using 
ANSYS, but also Workbench. Blade and torsion rod directional deformations solved from 
Workbench are able to see in the table 10.  
  
Table 10 Upper table – rotational blade deformations, bottom table – torsion rod deformations 
Force 
acting 
FEM directional 
deformation in Y 
FEM directional 
deformation in Z 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Y 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Z 
φ [deg] Δy [mm] Δz [mm] Δyc2 [mm] Δzc2 [mm] 
0 0 0,16661 0 0,16661 
22,5 1,1855 0,15393 1,185403922 0,15392764 
45 2,1905 0,11781 2,190447338 0,11781158 
67,5 2,8621 0,06376 2,862046241 0,063758299 
90 3,0979 0 3,0979 0 
Force 
acting 
FEM directional 
deformation in Y 
FEM directional 
deformation in Z 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Y 
Calc. directional 
deformation in Z 
φ [deg] Δy [mm] Δz [mm] Δyc2 [mm] Δzc2 [mm] 
0 0 0,46555 0 0,46555 
22,5 0,17381 0,43011 0,173690482 0,430112193 
45 0,32103 0,32919 0,320942745 0,329194691 
67,5 0,41938 0,17815 0,418629497 0,178156333 
90 0,45388 0 0,45388 0 
     
Fig. 30 Elementary shape file from measuring device [6] 
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Calculated directional deformations in both Y and Z axes have been evaluated using the 
calculated torsion stiffness, which is shown in the table 11 together with stiffness of rotational 
blade and torsion rod. Two bottom rows were added for comparison of front and rear anti-roll 
bar. It is obvious from table that rear blade and torsion rod are stiffer than front blade and 
torsion rod. The torsion stiffness of front rotational blade in the toughest setting (zero rotation 
of blade) and in Z axis makes approx 31% of torsion stiffness of rear blade in the same setting 
and axis. However, the torsion stiffness of front blade in the same setting and Y axis makes 
approx 71% of torsion stiffness of rear blade. Approximately same percentage difference of 
65% in torsion stiffness is between front and rear torsion rod. Higher stiffness of rear 
stabilizer predicts higher roll moment, which may be caused by weight distribution (i.e. 
engine position).   
 
        Table 11 Calculated stiffness and torsion stiffness for blade and torsion rod  
 Stiffness in 
Z 
Stiffness in 
Y 
Torsion 
stiffness in Z  
Torsion 
stiffness in Y 
cz [N/mm] cy [N/mm] cφz [Nm/deg] cφy [Nm/deg] 
Front Blade 600,2040694 32,27993157 18,15440385 337,5245242 
Front Torsion rod 214,7996993 220,3225522 123,8295153 120,7254787 
Rear Blade 831,1170213 102,2170887 58,44700395 475,2222411 
Rear Torsion rod 328,0086594 337,1203182 190,6372213 185,4847044 
  
3.2.3 MBS MODEL CREATION 
MBS model of front anti-roll bar was created in the same way as for rear anti-roll bar. The 
only differences were in dimensions and mentioned torsion stiffness. The length of front blade 
is smaller by 1,5 mm compared to rear blade. Torsion rods are approx the same length.  
 
3.3 ANALYSES OF FORMULA SAE FRONT ANTI-ROLL BAR  
This chapter is dedicated to the analyses of Formula SAE front anti-roll bar from 2012 
solution, which was created by Ing. Ján Ševčík [7]. FEM analyses of blade has been done in 
the first place and then created MBS model of anti-roll bar has been situated into the front 
suspension system of Formula SAE car. Finally, the reaction forces acting on wheels during 
the simulation are going to be the outputs from MBS model, which will be compared to the 
maximum forces from 2012 solution. The last procedure will cover the calculation of roll 
stiffness and stress analyses of rotational blade.   
Front anti-roll bar assembly consists of blade element fixed in the sleeve by two retaining 
rings on both sides. This sleeve is able to rotate due to plain bearings located in the lower and 
upper frame. These frames are connected together by two screwed bolts. This assembly is also 
equipped with two retaining rings and two spacers, which provide connection with tow rods. 
Complete assembly is shown in the figure 31 [7].    
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This kind of solution was chosen due to a small space, which was caused by pull-rod 
suspension system in the front. The principle of mechanism is simple and consists of blade 
rotation located in the sleeve. This sleeve rotates due to the same suspension travel of both 
wheels. On the other side, blade element is exposed to distortion during the different 
suspension travel. Simply force transferring is occurred from one wheel to another.  
 
3.3.1 FEM MODEL CREATION 
First of all, it was necessary to divide blade element in the plane of symmetry using 
ProEngineer software. Then divided model was transferred to IGES format for further FEM 
analyses in Workbench software only. Meshed model with refinements was loaded with 
forces of the same magnitude and in the exact way as in previous chapters. The only one 
constrain was applied on the back side of blade by fixed support. Structural static analyses in 
five load steps showed the directional deformations as follows table. 
 
Table 12 Solved FEM directional deformations of blade  
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Z force 
component 
Y force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fz [N] Fy [N] Δz [mm] Δy [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 5,6082 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,15892 5,1813 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,29364 3,9656 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,38365 2,1462 
90 100 100 0 0,41525 0 
Fig. 31 Front anti-roll bar assembly  
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The same procedure was applied for calculations of stiffness and torsion stiffness, table 
number 13. And the same calculation procedures were also used at verification of directional 
displacements by the calculated stiffness and calculated torsion stiffness. It is obvious, that 
the results of directional deformations are very similar to those in FEM analyses. This 
confirms the correctness of solution and the calculated torsion stiffness in both Y and Z axes 
are going to be the outputs for multi body dynamics in ADAMS software.  
 
Tab 13 Calculated stiffness and torsion stiffness for blade 
Stiffness in 
Z 
Stiffness in 
Y 
Torsion 
stiffness in Z  
Torsion 
stiffness in Y 
cz [N/mm] cy [N/mm] cφz [Nm/deg] cφy [Nm/deg] 
240,8187839 17,83103313 4,983325028 67,25898938 
  
Tab 14 Verified results for directional deformations using the calculated stiffness for blade 
Blade 
rotation 
Force magnitude 
Z force 
component 
Y force 
component 
Directional 
deformation in 
Z 
Directional 
deformation in 
Y 
φ [deg] F [N]  Fz [N] Fy [N] Δzc1 [mm] Δyc1 [mm] 
0 100 0 100 0 5,6082 
22,5 100 38,268 92,388 0,15890787 5,181303816 
45 100 70,711 70,711 0,293627428 3,965614302 
67,5 100 92,388 38,268 0,38364117 2,146145976 
90 100 100 0 0,41525 0 
   
   Tab 15 Verified results for directional deformations using calculated torsion stiffness for blade 
Blade 
rotation 
Rotational 
deformation in Z 
Rotational 
deformation in Y 
Directional 
deformation in Z 
Directional 
deformation in Y 
φ [deg] Δφz [deg] Δφy [deg] Δzc2 [mm] Δyc2 [mm] 
0 2,538465769 0 0 5,6082 
22,5 2,345237755 0,071974052 0,158907383 5,180806949 
45 1,79497453 0,132992505 0,2936269 3,964316286 
67,5 0,971420081 0,173762379 0,383640968 2,1449471 
90 0 0,188078949 0,41525 0 
 
For illustration, it is possible to see equivalent stress from Workbench and directional 
displacement in Y axis for fourth load step using a force in an angle of 67,5 degrees in 
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Workbench, figure 32 and 33. Maximum equivalent stress is located at the edge of the 
transition to fillet section and its value is 179,54 MPa. Maximum directional displacement of 
blade in Y axis is displayed in the figure 33 and its value is 2,1462 mm.  
     
3.3.2 MBS MODEL CREATION OF ANTI-ROLL BAR 
MBS model creation in ADAMS/View software consisted of connection the two blades. Thus 
blade section was created by five rigid bodies: magenta and maize box, then red, blue and 
green cylinder. Similar to chapter 3.1.3, the first one was created red cylinder, which was 
constrained by a revolute joint situated in the middle point. This constrain was created 
Fig. 32 Equivalent stress of blade in Workbench 
Fig. 33 Directional deformation in Y axis of blade in Workbench 
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between red cylinder and the ground. Red cylinder was used for attachments of other rigid 
bodies and for rotational joint motion, which is applied to revolute joint and servers to blade 
rotation. The second one was created blue cylinder passing through the middle point of the 
red cylinder (same Marker). This cylinder was constrained by revolute joint, which axis 
passes through the Z axis of global coordinate system in the same Marker. The third one was 
created magenta box, which one vertex is attached to same Marker. The only one important 
dimension that was specified is length of magenta or maize box, i.e. length of rotational blade, 
which is 126,5 mm. Magenta box and blue cylinder are constrained by revolute joint, which 
axis passes through the Y axis of global coordinate system, figure 34. The same procedure 
was applied to green cylinder and maize box. All five rigid bodies were defined zero mass 
properties and zero moments of inertia.  
Next procedure was to add torsion springs to the model, the first one for revolute joint 
between red and blue cylinder and the second one for revolute joint between blue cylinder and 
magenta box. The third one was applied for revolute joint between red and green cylinder and 
the fourth one for revolute joint between green cylinder and maize box. Torsion spring 1 and 
3 has a stiffness coefficient of 6,7259.10
4
 Nmm/deg and torsion spring 2 and 4 has the 
stiffness coefficient of 4983,325028
 
Nmm/deg. 
The last procedure, likewise to mentioned chapter, was to create markers for measurement 
and applied forces, fixed in space. Simulation process has been running from 0 to -90 degrees 
of blade rotation by revolute motion. All directional displacements correlate with those 
achieved from FEM analyses for both blades. This can be obvious from chart number 5. 
Horizontal axis has negative values of rotation angle due to negative rotation of rotational 
joint motion. Without this, it would not be possible to display directional deformation units 
(millimeters) in positive numbers.  
 
 
Fig. 34 Complete model of front FSAE stabilizer in ADAMS 
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3.3.3 MBS MODEL IN THE FRONT SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
FSAE front suspension system is a type of double wishbone suspension with unequal arm 
length using pull rod mechanism. One of double wishbone advantage is to provide more free 
parameters than some other types do. It is possible to work out the effect of moving each 
point, so the kinematics of the suspension can be tuned easily and wheel motion can be 
optimized. 
It was necessary to know the geometry to create the model, i.e. optimal suspension points in 
the total number of 33 points. Suspension model contains a pair of upper arms, lower arms, 
toe rods, wheel carriers, pull rods, rocker arms, coil springs and drop links for stabilizer. The 
first one was created upper yellow arm from two rigid bodies specifically cylinders, which 
were united afterward to create one solid. Three points were required for upper arm creation, 
which were entered by coordinates of points in the Cartesian coordinate system. The second 
one was created lower red arm from similar rigid cylinders, which also were united afterward. 
Next was created magenta toe rod from rigid cylinder by two points. This rod is in fact 
connected to the rack and pinion steering box. Blue wheel carrier was created by connection 
of four points: two lower and upper arm points, outside toe rod point and centre of wheel 
point. Connected cylinders were united as well. The next procedure was to create green pull 
rod from rigid cylinder by two points and red rocker arm from plate by three points in total. 
Finally, red spring-damper and yellow drop link for stabilizer were added to the model by 
another two points each. Points for drop link and stabilizer position were measured from CAD 
model in Pro/E software. After solids creation, it was necessary to define joints between them. 
Among all rigid bodies at defined points were specified spherical joints. Only one revolute 
joint was applied at the point of center of rotation of rocker arm. Front and rear arm joints, 
inside toe rod joint, rocker arm revolute joint and inside spring-damper point were attached to 
the ground (bodywork in reality). The wheel carrier was attached to arms and outside toe rod 
joint. Pull rod was attached to upper arm from outside point and to rocker arm from inside 
point. Finally, drop link and spring-damper were attached to rocker arm at two different 
points. The same procedure was applied to the other side of the front suspension system. All 
14 rigid bodies were not defined zero mass properties and zero moments of inertia due to 
dynamic simulation. For static simulation it should be investigated masses and moments of 
inertia at center of gravity from real CAD models in Pro/E. Investigated moments of inertia 
Chart 5 Measured directional deformations relative to the blade rotation 
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Fig. 35 The complete front suspension model in ADAMS 
would be further entered into the dialog box in Adams for reference marker situated in the 
real center of gravity. 
Model of front FSAE stabilizer was imported into the front suspension model at the exact 
place as at CAD assembly from Pro/E. Öhlins TTX25 MkII damper, used in the front 
suspension system, can be equipped with 4 coil springs of stiffness as follows: 26,3 N/mm, 
30,6 N/mm, 35 N/mm and 39,4 N/mm [23]. All simulations have been running with spring-
damper using stiffness coefficient of 26,3 N/mm without preload setting. It was also very 
important to specify greater damping coefficient of 4,1 Ns/mm in order to higher damping 
during simulation.  
All dynamic simulations have been running for sufficiently high „end time‟ of 310 and „steps‟ 
of 310 in order to avoid induction of higher inertia forces. The design variable „angle_blade‟ 
was created for easier and faster adjusting of blade rotation. Applied revolute joint, which 
serves for blade rotation, was determined by function MIN(angle_blade/10*time, 
angle_blade). This means that blade began rotate ten times faster and after the required blade 
angle, the next rotation stopped. The wheel travel was simulated using the Point motion 
specified for centre of the wheel point along Z axis (vertical axes related to the vehicle) by 
function IF(time-10:0, 0, -44*SIN(6,28*(time-10)/300)). The first expression is „time-10‟. 
The second expression „0‟ means that if the value of first expression is less than 0, IF returns 
the second expression. The third expression „0‟ means that if the value of first expression is 0, 
IF returns the third expression. Finally, the fourth expression means that if the value of first 
expression is greater than 0, IF returns the fourth expression, which is -44*SIN(6,28*(time-
10)/300)). The fourth expression is sinusoid with amplitude of 44, which stands for half of the 
wheel travel. The other wheel moved in the opposite phase. Picture of the complete model is 
shown below this article.  
 
 
It was necessary to verify maximum forces induced on the wheel during the condition: the 
outside wheel is loaded by a force corresponding to maximum compression of the spring, 
while the inside wheel has zero force to the road.  Thus motion measure for both wheels was 
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Chart 6 Measured maximum forces for hard and soft setting 
created by force characteristic in Z axis from marker situated on the wheel carrier. One of 
them was deactivated in order to previous condition. Simulation has been done for the hardest 
setting and also for the softest setting, i.e. zero degrees of blade rotation in the hardest settings 
and 90 degrees of blade rotation in the softest setting. The chart number 6 shows measured 
maximum forces for both setting to the maximum wheel travel. Maximum force in the hardest 
setting is 1383 N and maximum force in the softest setting is 976 N.  
     
 
The last year solution was based on analytical calculations using the kinematic model in 
MATLAB. The resulting maximum force in hard setting (blue line) and maximum force in 
soft setting (black line) to the length of blade are obvious from chart number 7 [7]. Maximum 
forces can be approximately read from this chart for the blade length of 126,5 mm. Approx 
maximum force for hard setting is 1400 N and approx maximum force for soft setting is 
almost 1010 N. Percentage difference in maximum forces of hard setting is 1,2% and 
difference in soft setting is 3,4%. Thus measured maximum forces compared to analytical 
calculated forces can be considered approximately equal and therefore, the complete model in 
ADAMS can be regarded as functional and usable. 
The next procedure was to determine the forces on the wheel depending to the wheel travel 
for several angles of rotational blade. All seven simulations have been running during the 
condition, where both wheels were moved but in different phase. Boundary status can be 
considered in maximum travel for both wheels, to which in reality does not occur. The 
number of seven simulations is for seven steps during the rotation of blade from 0 degrees to 
90 degrees for better view. It is also possible to see in chart number 8 a gradual loss of force 
on the wheel with increasing angle of blade, hence achieving a softer setting. This kind of 
chart, but with more than seven steps, will further serve for calculation of roll stiffness of the 
front suspension system.  
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Chart 7 The resulting maximal forces from last year solution [7] 
Chart 8 Measured forces on the wheel to the wheel travel 
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Roll stiffness of the front suspension system has been calculated for 11 angles of blade 
rotation with and without coil springs during the simulation. In both cases, it was necessary to 
track size of forces from measured graph for all 11 angles at the same wheel travel. Simple 
scheme below the text shows front suspension in maximum wheel travel in opposite direction 
for both wheels.  
    
This figure shows there is a pair of equal forces that creates roll moment of the front 
suspension during the wheel travel in the opposite direction. Roll stiffness is thus determined 
from the equation: 
  
 
 
 
    
      (
    
 )
  (18) 
where M is roll moment, ψ is tilting angle of the bodywork, FW  is measured force on the 
wheel, t is track and zR is the wheel travel on the right wheel. Linear shape of forces on the 
wheel to the wheel travel was expected during calculations. The force tracking from graph 
was done for the wheel travel of 5 mm in order to reduce calculation errors. Track of the front 
suspension system is 1242,7 mm. All calculated roll stiffness for the front suspension with 
and without coil springs are shown in the table 16. From these values was also created chart 
of roll stiffness depending on the angle of rotational blade with and without coil springs. It is 
obvious from this chart that both shapes of the curves are similar.  
Required roll stiffness of the front suspension system without coil springs is 100 Nm/deg 
during the turn with 1g and 1,3 degrees of bodywork tilting. It stands to reason, that roll 
stiffness with coil springs will be stiffer, therefore required roll stiffness of the front 
suspension system with coil springs is 250 Nm/deg during the same lateral acceleration. 
These values can be read from the chart number 9 for blade angle of 20 degrees. This can be 
Fig. 36 Scheme used for roll stiffness calculation of the front suspension 
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considered as nominal value. The front stabilizer is therefore possible to set at maximum 
stiffness of 305,7 Nm/deg, which is 20% higher than nominal value. The softest setting is 
achieved by reduction of 18% from the nominal value.  
 
Tab 16 Upper table – roll siffness without coil springs, bottom table – roll stiffness with coil springs 
Blade 
rotation 
Force on the wheel Roll moment Roll stiffness 
φ [deg] FW [N] M [Nm] C [Nm/deg] 
0 114,4091 71,0875 161,1227 
9 99,1996 61,6371 139,7032 
18 77,4683 48,1345 109,0989 
27 63,6698 39,5609 89,6664 
36 56,0587 34,8318 78,9477 
45 51,7627 32,1625 72,8976 
54 49,2294 30,5884 69,3299 
63 47,6964 29,6359 67,1710 
72 46,7301 29,0355 65,8102 
81 46,2943 28,7647 65,1964 
90 46,1394 28,6685 64,9783 
Blade 
rotation 
Force on the wheel Roll moment Roll stiffness 
φ [deg] FW [N] M [Nm] C [Nm/deg] 
0 90,814 56,4268 305,6711 
9 85,3453 53,0288 287,2640 
18 76,0544 47,2560 255,9917 
27 70,1039 43,5587 235,9630 
36 66,8203 41,5184 224,9106 
45 64,9633 40,3646 218,6601 
54 63,8626 39,6807 214,9553 
63 63,1902 39,2629 212,6921 
72 62,7822 39,0094 211,3188 
81 62,5552 38,8683 210,5547 
90 62,4689 38,8147 210,2642 
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Chart 9 Calculated roll stiffness with and without springs 
 
These nominal values refer to the vehicle using both the front and the rear stabilizer. 
Otherwise, roll stiffness of the front suspension system is 71 Nm/deg without coil springs and 
220 Nm/deg with coil springs for the vehicle not using rear stabilizer. These values can be 
achieved for blade angle of approx 45 degrees.  
By changing the stiffness of the front stabilizer is possible to deal with road conditions (wet or 
dirty track) or conditions of tires, especially for its deterioration. The vehicle can be more 
prone to understeer by increasing the stiffness of the front stabilizer. Conversely, the vehicle 
can be more prone to oversteer by reducing the stiffness of the front stabilizer. 
  
STRESS ANALYSES OF ROTATIONAL BLADE  
The last part of this chapter deals with structural stress analyses of rotational blade in the 
stiffest setting and also in nominal rotation of blade. The first necessary step was to determine 
inputs for FEM analyses. By inputs we mean loads, specifically forces acting on the 
cylindrical surface enclosing uniball bearing. These forces were measured in ADAMS system 
for the stiffest setting as well as for nominal setting.  
In the first place joint measure was created by force characteristic in X, Y and Z axis from 
marker situated on the blade (green box, fig. 35). Represent coordinates were in marker, 
whose Z axis headed in the longitudinal direction of the blade, X axis headed in the direction 
of thinner edge located in the cross-sectional plane and Y axis headed in the direction of 
coarser edge located also in the cross-sectional plane. Both simulations have been running 
during the condition, where one wheel was moved but the other was free in space. The 
resulting measured forces, their maximum sizes and courses to the wheel travel are visible 
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from the chart number 10. The forces of the stiffest setting are for 0 degrees of rotation and 
forces of the nominal setting are for 20 degrees of rotation. Finally, maximum forces were 
tracked from chart. Thus maximum force for the stiffest setting in X axis is 146 N, in Y axis 
is 768 N and in Z axis is 118 N. On the other side it possible to notice lower maximum forces 
for the nominal setting, i.e. in X axis is 105 N, in Y axis is 508 N and in Z axis is 78 N.  
 
Structural static FEM analyses have been done in Workbench system using same 3D CAD 
model. Meshed model with refinements was loaded with measured forces in the relevant 
direction mentioned before. The only one constrain was applied on the back side of blade by 
fixed support. Figure 37 shows equivalent (von-Mises) stress for the stiffest setting of 0 
degrees of blade rotation with the maximum value of 973,23 MPa. For comparison, figure 38 
displays equivalent stress for the nominal value of 20 degrees of blade rotation with the 
maximum value of 661,9 MPa. Both maximums are located at the edge of the transition to 
fillet section.  
The differences in deformations of blade and load distribution contours are caused by 
different magnitudes of forces and the orientation of one of them. These changes are given 
rise by the blade rotation.  
The stabilizer was made of tool steel material ČSN EN 19 083 (C45W). Its yield strength in 
the hardened, tempered, oil quenched and fine grained condition is 1034 MPa [24]. Therefore, 
the rotational blade did not exceed the limit of yield strength for both setting. Consequently, it 
has not been a necessity of a new design solution.  
The stabilizer actually is not stressed static but dynamic with alternating cyclic loading, which 
is difficult to be defined. In practice, this cyclic loading is replaced by a drive cycle. Anyway, 
the stiffest setting is not going to be often used and due to the nature of blade for racing 
purposes, there is no need to achieve endurance limit for fatigue. We can say that the blade is 
safe and there is no need for any dynamic analyses.  
 
Chart 10 Measured forces in the joint to the wheel travel 
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3.4 ANALYSES OF FORMULA SAE REAR ANTI-ROLL BAR  
As in the previous and in this final chapter we discuss the analyses of Formula SAE rear anti-
roll bar. FEM analyses of stabilizer has been done in the first place and then created MBS 
model of anti-roll bar has been situated into the rear suspension system of Formula SAE 
vehicle. The last procedure involves the calculation of roll stiffness and stress analyses of 
stabilizer as well. 
Fig. 37 Equivalent (von-Mises) stress for the stiffest setting 
Fig. 38 Equivalent (von-Mises) stress for the nominal setting 
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Rear anti-roll bar is the simplest type to be applicable, i.e. U-shaped anti-roll bar. It is tool 
steel rod of 8 mm diameter, which is bent into the shape of the letter U. The stabilizer simply 
rotates in the bushing during the heave and deflects during the different wheel travel for both 
wheels.  
 
3.4.1 FEM MODEL CREATION 
The 3D model was created directly in Workbench system due to the simplicity of the model 
geometry. This model was divided by half in the middle of torsion bar. Same procedures were 
applied for constraining and loading model with forces as in the chapter 3.1.2 for torsion rod. 
The constrained area defined by silone bushing in chapter 3.1.2 is in this case applied for 
larger area extending up to the fixed support. This is due to the use of tube instead of 
conventionally rubber bushing. After the solution, the same procedure was applied for 
calculations of stiffness and torsion stiffness. And the same calculation procedures were also 
used at verification of directional displacements by the calculated stiffness and calculated 
torsion stiffness. For simplicity, there are only mentioned calculated torsion stiffness, which 
were later entered into the MBS model in ADAMS system. Torsion stiffness cφy is 3,68357 
Nm/deg and cφz is 2,06436 Nm/deg.         
 
3.4.2 MBS MODEL CREATION OF ANTI-ROLL BAR 
Creation of MBS model was carried out in the same way as for torsion rod model in chapter 
3.1.3. The only difference was that neither side did not contain rotational blade. Thus, 
complete MBS model of anti-roll bar consisted of connection two torsion rod models. All 
directional displacements correlate with those achieved from FEM analyses for both blades.  
 
3.4.3 MBS MODEL IN THE REAR SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
FSAE rear suspension system is a type of double wishbone suspension with unequal arm 
length using push rod mechanism. The disadvantage of push rod lies in the impossibility to 
make the nose or rear end lower in comparison to pull rod. Most suspension parts of push rod 
suspension system are higher to the ground and thus heightening the centre of gravity.  
It was also necessary to know the geometry to create the model, i.e. optimal suspension 
points. Suspension model contains a pair of upper arms, lower arms, toe rods, wheel carriers, 
push rods, rocker arms, coil springs and drop links for stabilizer. Creation of these parts took 
place similar to the chapter 3.3.3. Points for drop link and stabilizer position were also 
measured from CAD model in Pro/E software. Almost in all rigid bodies at defined points 
were specified spherical joints, only one revolute joint was applied at the point of center of 
rotation of rocker arm. All rigid bodies were not defined zero mass properties and zero 
moments of inertia due to dynamic simulation as in chapter 3.3.3.    
Model of rear FSAE stabilizer was imported into the rear suspension model at the exact place 
as at CAD assembly from Pro/E. Öhlins TTX25 MkII damper, also used in the rear 
suspension system, can be equipped with 4 coil springs. However, all simulations have been 
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Fig. 39 The complete rear suspension model in ADAMS 
running with same spring-damper using stiffness coefficient of 26,3 N/mm without preload 
setting and same damping coefficient of 4,1 Ns/mm.  
All dynamic simulations have been running for sufficiently high „end time‟ of 300 and „steps‟ 
of 300. The wheel travel was simulated using the Point motion specified for centre of the 
wheel point along Z axis (vertical axes related to the vehicle) by function expression -
40,714*SIN(6,28*time/300). This expression is sinusoid with amplitude of 40,714, which 
stands for half of the wheel travel. The other wheel moved in the opposite phase. Figure of the 
complete model is shown below this article. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The complete rear suspension model was prepared for determination of forces on the wheel 
depending to the wheel travel. The simulation has been running during the condition, where 
both wheels were moved but in different phase. Boundary status can be considered in 
maximum travel for both wheels, to which in reality does not occur. Chart number 11 shows 
dependence between the forces from the right and left wheel and wheel travel. This chart will 
further serve for calculation of roll stiffness of the rear suspension system. It is also possible 
to see that forces on the wheels are identical during the wheel travel. 
Roll stiffness of the rear suspension system has been calculated with and without coil springs 
during the simulation. In both cases, it was necessary to track size of forces from measured 
graph. Roll stiffness is determined from the same equation as for front suspension system. 
Linear shape of forces on the wheel to the wheel travel was expected during calculations. 
Track of the rear suspension system is 1172,4 mm. Calculated roll stiffness for the rear 
suspension with and without coil springs are shown in the table 17. 
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     Table 17 Roll stiffness with and without coil springs 
 
Force on the wheel Roll moment Roll stiffness 
FW [N] M [Nm] C [Nm/deg] 
with spring 102,5517 60,1135 174,0078 
without spring 21,3582 12,5197 24,4940 
 
Required roll stiffness of the rear suspension system without coil springs is 24 Nm/deg during 
the turn with 1g and 1,3 degrees of bodywork tilting. It stands to reason, that roll stiffness 
with coil springs will be stiffer, therefore required roll stiffness of the rear suspension system 
with coil springs is 177 Nm/deg during the same lateral acceleration. The calculated values of 
roll stiffness are approx equal to the required values. There is no need to use the rear anti-roll 
bar due to its low stiffness; however the front stabilizer has to be adjusted to the position of 45 
degrees, as I explained in the chapter 3.3.3. The rear coil springs have to contribute to the roll 
stiffness of rear suspension system without stabilizer with the value of 153 Nm/deg.   
 
STRESS ANALYSES OF U-SHAPED ANTI-ROLL BAR 
The last part of this thesis deals with structural stress analyses of U-shaped anti-roll bar. The 
first necessary step was to determine inputs for FEM analyses. By inputs we mean loads, 
specifically forces acting at the end of stabilizer arm. These forces were measured in ADAMS 
system in the maximum wheel travel.  
Joint measure was created by force characteristic in X, Y and Z axis from marker situated at 
the end of stabilizer arm (magenta cylinder, fig. 39). Creation of reference marker was carried 
out similar to those in rotational blade chapter. Simulation has been running during the 
condition, where one wheel was moved but the other one was free in space. The resulting 
Chart 11 Measured forces on the wheel to the wheel travel 
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measured forces, their maximum sizes and courses to the wheel travel are visible from the 
chart number 12.  
 
Structural static FEM analyses have been done in Workbench system using 3D CAD model 
created directly in it. Two types of solutions were applied for the same model. The first one 
was similar to the torsion rod of Ford stabilizer, where the first constrain is applied on an area 
defined by middle cross section and the second one is applied on area defined by tube. The 
first one consisted of zero degrees of freedom in all three axes and the second consisted of 
zero degrees of freedom in axes defined in cross section plane. The second one solution was 
characterized by tube, which was directly created. Next frictionless contact was added 
between the tube and U-shaped stabilizer. The first constrain was added to the external area of 
tube and the second one was applied on an area defined by middle cross section of U-shaped 
stabilizer. The first and second one consisted of zero degrees of freedom in all three axes.  
The first solution is shown in the figure 40, where it‟s possible to see equivalent (von-Mises) 
stress with maximum value of 398 MPa localized at the interference with tube and stabilizer. 
The second solution is shown in the figure 41 separately for tube and figure 42 separately for 
stabilizer. Maximum equivalent stress for tube is 492,58 MPa and maximum equivalent stress 
for U-shaped stabilizer is 422,73 MPa. The maximum equivalent stresses of U-shaped 
stabilizer for the first solution is different from the second one by approx value of 24 MPa.  
The stabilizer was also made of tool steel material ČSN EN 19 083 (C45W). Thus the U-
shaped stabilizer in both solutions did not exceed the limit of yield strength. Consequently, it 
has not been a necessity of a new design solution. The only one possible solution would be to 
create an adjustable rear stabilizer. Adjustment could be done by changing the length of the 
stabilizer arm or by rotating the blades instead of arms. The question is what would by the 
range in stiffness for adjusting of rear stabilizer, when it‟s got its nominal stiffness so low that 
its presence is not so much needed.  
 
Chart 12 Measured forces in the joint to the wheel travel 
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Fig. 40 Equivalent (von-Mises) stress of stabilizer for 1
st
 solution 
Fig. 41 Equivalent (von-Mises) stress of tube for 2
nd
 solution 
Fig. 42 Equivalent (von-Mises) stress of stabilizer for 2
nd
 solution 
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CONCLUSION 
In the first case, the analysis of mechanism was done for experimental vehicle Formula Ford 
front and rear stabilizer. There were calculated stiffness from directional displacements for 
both stabilizers. Next MBS models have been created using these stiffness. Mentioned 
complete models are improved compared to the 2011 solution and they may be considered as 
flexible bodies, which are created by multiple rigid bodies. Therefore these models may be 
useful for institute employee in the future. I also got an idea about the behavior of stabilizer 
and its properties.  
As a starting point of next part of this thesis was the front stabilizer of Formula Student 
vehicle from solution in 2012. Primarily there were calculated stiffness similarly to the 
previous part and then MBS model was created with its assistance. This model was further 
inserted into the final model of the front suspension system. The following step was to 
measure maximum forces on the wheels in hard and soft setting, which were compared with 
the analytical calculations from the last year‟s thesis. Measured forces were approximately 
equal, thus complete model can be regarded as functional and usable. Further procedure was 
the calculation of roll stiffness of the front suspension system at the different blade rotation. 
This calculation has been done using measured chart of forces on the wheel to the wheel 
travel for several angles of blade. Required roll stiffness determined blade angle of 20 
degrees. Front stabilizer is also possible to adjust to the hardest setting, which is about 20 % 
stiffer than the nominal setting. Conversely, stabilizer is possible to adjust to the softest 
setting, which is about 18 % softer than nominal setting. Another setting option in the absence 
of the rear stabilizer was also mentioned. Final section of this part was dedicated to the stress 
analyses of rotational blade. Forces measured in uniball joint served as inputs to the FEM 
analysis. The rotational blade did not exceed the limit of yield strength for both setting 
(hardest and nominal). Consequently, it has not been a necessity of a new design solution.  
Next part dealt with the rear stabilizer of Formula Student vehicle. The aim was to verify roll 
stiffness of the rear suspension system to the required value. It was also necessary to 
determine equivalent stress during the maximum wheel travel, which was further compared to 
yield strength of the relevant material. After the creation of complete rear suspension model in 
ADAMS it was possible to calculate roll stiffness, which correlated with the required values. 
Next section was also dedicated to the stress analyses. U-shaped stabilizer did not exceed the 
limit of yield strength using the same material. There has not been created a new design 
solution according to the low stiffness of stabilizer. However, some suggestions were 
discussed which allow adjustments of the rear stabilizer. There is no need for new design 
solutions or other modifications due to the proper functioning of stabilizers.   
The complete models in MBS for the front and rear suspension system can be used for vehicle 
setup for testing and understanding vehicle‟s behavior in various changes to the suspension 
setting as well as in stabilizer setting.        
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
C [(Nm)/deg] Roll stiffness 
cK [N/m] Stiffness of the wheel suspension 
cy [N/m] Stiffness in Y axis 
cz [N/m] Stiffness in Z axis 
Cξ [N/deg] Camber stiffness 
cφ [(Nm)/deg] Modified torsion stiffness 
cφblade [(Nm/deg)] Torsion stiffness of rotational blade section 
cφrod [(Nm/deg)] Torsion stiffness of torsion rod section 
cφy [(Nm)/deg] Torsion stiffness in Y axis 
cφz [(Nm)/deg] Torsion stiffness in Z axis 
F [N] Force magnitude 
FW [N] Measured force on the wheel 
Fy [N] Y force component 
Fz [N] Z force component 
fξ [-] Camber gradient 
g [m.s
-2
] Gravitational acceleration 
h0‟ [m] Perpendicular distance between the centre of gravity of sprung mass  
  
and the roll axis 
l [m] Length of blade or torsion rod arm  
M [Nm] Roll moment 
m‟ [kg] Sprung mass 
MV [Nm] Reversible moment of the suspension 
My [Nm] Moment in Y axis 
Mz [Nm] Moment in Z axis 
R [m] Radius of a turn 
Sξ [N] Lateral force induced by camber change  
t [m] Track 
v [m.s
-1
] Velocity of vehicle 
zR [m] Wheel travel on the right wheel 
βP,Z [deg] Steer angle for front or rear suspension 
ΔhK [m] Vertical deviation value of the suspension 
Δy [m] Directional deformation in Y axis 
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Δyc1 [m] Verified directional deformation using calculated stiffness in Y axis 
Δyc2 [m] Verified directional deformation using calculated torsion stiffness in 
  
Y axis 
Δz [m] Directional deformation in Z axis 
Δzc1 [m] Verified directional deformation using calculated stiffness in Z axis 
Δzc2 [m] Verified directional deformation using calculated torsion stiffness in 
  
Z axis 
ΔZK [N] Radial force on the wheel 
Δφy [deg] Rotational deformation in Y axis 
Δφz [deg] Rotational deformation in Z axis 
ξ [deg] Camber angle 
φ [deg] Blade rotation 
ψ [deg] Tilting angle of the bodywork 
 
